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should be adduced; and we should omit tliat, and read or failing this, the
offensive . ..)
We cannot part from Prof. Bury's work -without expressing our
unfeigned admiration for his complete control of the original authori-
ties on which his narrative is based, and of the sound critical judgment
he exhibits ...—Spectator. (The judgment is admired, not controlled)
Sometimes the confusion is not merely of the pen, but is in
the writer's thought; and it is then almost incurable.
. . . the privilege by which the mind, like the lamps of a mailcoach,
moving rapidly through the midnight woods, illuminate, for one
instant, the foliage or sleeping umbrage of the thickets, and, in the
next instant, have quitted them, to carry their radiance forward upon
endless successions of objects.—de quincey.
23. ELLIPSE IN SUBORDINATE CLAUSES
The missing subject and (with one exception) the missing
verb of a subordinate clause can be supplied only from the
sentence to which it is subordinate. The exception is the
verb cto be'. We can say 'The balls, when wet, do not bounce',
'When in doubt, play trumps', because the verb to be supplied
is are, and the subject is that of the principal sentence. Other
violations of the rule occur, but are scarcely tolerable even in
the spoken language. The following are undesirable instances:
For, though summer, I knew .. . Mr. Rochester would like to see a
cheerful hearth.—c. bronte.
We can supply was> but not it\ the natural subject is /.
I have now seen him, and though not for long, he is a man who
speaks with Bismarckian frankness.—Times.
'Though I did not see him for long', we are meant to under-
stand. But the though clause is not subordinate to the sentence
containing that subject and verb: and always joins coordinates
and announces the transition from one coordinate to another.
Consequently, the though clause must be a part (a subordinate
part) of the second coordinate, and must draw from that its
subject and verb: 'though he is not a man of Bismarckian
frankness for long,...'. Even if we could supply I saw with the
clause in its present place, we should still have the absurd

